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Collections of quality acrostic puzzles are rather infrequent, so fans eagerly snatch them up
when they come out. This latest has two hundred acrostic puzzles from the pages of the Sunday
New York Times Magazine written by master of the genre Thomas H. Middleton.

From the Inside Flapof quality acrostic puzzles are rather infrequent, so fans eagerly snatch
them up when they come out. This latest has two hundred acrostic puzzles from the pages of the
Sunday New York Times Magazine written by master of the genre Thomas H. Middleton.About
the AuthorThomas H. Middleton has been creating acrostics for The New York Times for over 15
years.
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The New York Times Acrostic Puzzles Volume 10: 50 Engaging Acrostics from the Pages of The
New York Times Simon & Schuster Super Crostics Book #6 Simon & Schuster's Super Crostics
Book, Series No. 4 The New York Times Acrostic Puzzles Volume 11: 50 Engaging Acrostics
from the Pages of The New York Times



nellierosie, “I love acrostic.. I love the New York Times acrostic books. Just think some of the
prices on out of print versions are ridiculous.”

Phoenix Sunshine, “Great Solving!. I received this book a couple weeks ago and have been
hooked on it! The puzzles are much more challenging than the ones Middleton creates for other
publications. Warning--these have not been proofread very carefully; there are lots of errors
(nearly one per puzzle)in the numbering/correspondence between grid and word list. Also, the
type face sure wasn't chosen for its readability--the grid is "over-inked" and hard to read, and the
numbers in the word list are very tiny. Despite this, they are still excellent solving. The book
would have benefited by being spiral bound. One has to tear out (no perforations) each puzzle
to be able to solve it.”

The book by Leslie Billig has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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